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Care & maintenance guide / HB 128 Bar Cart 
 
 
 
Together with this letter you will find a sponge to remove marks on the black surface  
This must only be used on the black laminate/ FENIX NTM.  Not the wood edges or the steel frame.  

 
Laminate 
The surface of the trays is made of a type of laminate called FENIX NTM, which is made on the basis of 
nanotechnology and a new generation of acrylic resin.  
This surface is fingerprints-repellent and resistant to scratches, abrasion, mold and chemicals.  
 

Nevertheless, it must never be cleaned with the following products: 
 
• Abrasives, sandpaper, steel wool or products containing abrasives. 
• Products with high acidity or alkaline products as they can stain the surface. 
• Furniture polish or wax based cleaners as these will put an adhesive layer on the surface where soil can 
settle. 
 

Instead, follow carefully the following instructions when cleaning the FENIX NTM surface or watch 
this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxxYFAB_nWU 
 
As the video shows the sponge must only be used for cleaning the FENIX NTM plate - not the 
wood edges and not the steel. The sponge can be used dry directly on the surface. 
 
• When removing animal and vegetable fat or waste, soap, smoke, gelatin, vegetable and vinyl based glue: 

1. Remove stains with paper towels. 
2. Remove stains with a degreaser and a coarse microfiber cloth. 
3. Thoroughly clean with a delicate microfiber cloth and warm water. 

 
• When removing ink, makeup, hair spray, nail polish, solvents, neoprene glue, lime deposits, silicone: 

1. Remove stains with paper towels moistened with acetone. 
2. Remove stains with a degreaser and a coarse microfiber cloth. 
3. Thoroughly clean with a delicate microfiber cloth and warm water. 

 
Chrome 
Chrome-plating gives your metal objects a smooth silky surface, you will need some regular maintenance to 
keep this clean and shiny. 
 
To clean the chrome-plated steel use a clean soft hand warm wrung cloth and dry immediately with a clean 
soft cloth to avoid water spots on the steel. Do not use any steel wool sponge only. We recommend not to use 
any chemicals on the chrome-plate and powder-coated steel as this can damage the surface. 

 




